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Words have power, and the ones that Black ladies often use to spell it out their locks are
derogatory: nappy, metal wool, out of control. They often times personally inherit these conditions
and pass them along without also realizing the crushing effects these words have on the feelings
about the person they find in the mirror. Walker. and How can Black ladies overcome the multi-
layered challenge of embracing their organic hair and beauty? Author Michele Tapp Roseman
assists readers answer these queries for themselves, to create a new story that they can move
along. A recently available Huffington Post article "Natural Hair Becoming A LOT MORE Popular
Among Black Ladies" revealed a marked increase in the amount of Black ladies who do not
chemically deal with their hair, however also struggle to accept their organic hair and beauty. Maya
Angelou?World-renowned poet and writer. Guided exercises throughout help readers "comb through"
their self-perceptions and form an idea for self-acceptance and personal empowerment. Hairlooms
includes 32 compelling personal tales about those who have embraced their God-given locks and
beauty, including: Main General Marcia Anderson?Senior advisor to the Chief on policies and
applications for the U. Walker. Army Reserve, and the first African-American woman to make the
distinction of a two-superstar general in the U. Kim Coles?Hollywood celebrity, comedian, and
highlighted guest on Dr. Army Reserve. The past due Dr. Through personal, revealing stories
Hairlooms examines the problems behind these struggles. A'Lelia Bundles?Great-great
granddaughter of the first Black female millionaire and hair-care creator, Madam C. J. Today
possessed by L'Oréal, Price is still at the helm of the growing business. Jane Carter?A professional
hair stylist/colorist and salon owner, she founded the Jane Carter Solution after an allergic attack
caused by prolonged contact with chemicals in traditional locks care products. She has teamed
with Sephora and Sundial Brands to release the Madam C. The recipient of 30 honorary degrees
and previous Reynolds Professor of American Studies at Wake Forest University. J. Even though
many books available address the practical means of styling Afro-textured locks naturally, Hairlooms
asks: Why is it so difficult for Black women to embrace their hair? Today, Jane Carter Remedy sells
millions of dollars' worth of products in Whole Foods Market, Sally Beauty Source, Walmart, Target,
CVS, and Walgreens stores. A'Lelia can be a seasoned journalist, public speaker, and author of the
brand new York Times bestseller, ON HER BEHALF Own Ground: THE LIFE SPAN and Situations of
Madam C. Walker Beauty Lifestyle product line.J. Lisa Cost?Founder of Carol's Child hair and
beauty brand, a preferred of celebrities, and now sold in stores from coast-to-coast.S.S. Drew's
Lifechangers "Good Hair Debate" episode. Tomiko Fraser?The 1st African-American woman signed
solely to Maybelline, and the longest-serving spokesperson for just about any cosmetics company.
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Great reserve for all hair textures! It has been a wonderful journey getting to know most of me. from
the within out. It's been an excellent journey getting to know all of me I began my own natural hair
journey back 2009 when I decided to stop perming my hair. A great read where the writer brings
you through her very own journey of acceptance. This reserve is so well written that it does not
matter what hair texture you possess, you can relate. Easy reading therefore relatable on how . I
started my loc journey almost this past year and I must say after reading the Hairlooms Book I
have been so inspired and encouraged to like "me" just just how God created me, "locks" and all
and understand it's a lot more than the surface but getting to the root of the "real"concern. A
unusual journey of self-discovery and self-acceptance. Locks Therapy for the Soul This book does
several things at once. Great Great book This is a fantastic book! from the inside out. It celebrates
organic hair, promotes self-acceptance, and liberates from the responsibility of cultural expectations.
I started my loc trip almost a year ago and I must mention after reading the Hairlooms Book I have
been so inspired and encourage I have been person who has struggled with my self (self worth, self
esteem, low I look) and of course my hair. What an amazing and insightful story of untangling the
reality about loving yourself! Thumbs up Good info Hairlooms lubricates and untangles in the roots
the misconception that normal is less beautiful; This is an excellent book! Easy reading therefore
relatable on how ladies feel they are defined by their hair and outer beauty. Hairlooms rocks !!! It's a
reserve for every woman that's trying to strolling through the trip of finding ones genuine self!...
ESSENTIAL Read! Its one thing to want to change your look because you genuinely just like the
style on you. It's another to have no choice but into putting on a hairstyle just to fit a particular
unattainable aesthetic or feel a certain pride in oneself located in lies and low self worth. This
publication goes deep into how women of all walks of existence can learn to start curing the inner
wounds concerning how we have been treated per our appearance and grow in to the accurate
understanding that self confidence strictly centered in how we look is an unstable base to build
one's self esteem.. The story of Michelle Tapp Roseman's journey to self-love through pain frames
the independent (or even contradictory) voices that emerge as tales within stories connected by a
deep familial empathy of sisterhood. Hairlooms lubricates and untangles in the roots the
misconception that natural is less beautiful; A co-worker had explained about this publication, and it
peaked my curiosity because most women have had a hair identity crisis at some point in their
lifestyle. Although the publication is created from an African American viewpoint, I could easily relate
to most of the tales contributed by several female and a few men. Excellent book. Sadly, I didn't
understand my "real" hair texture since chemicals have been devote it since about age 8 or 9. The
journey has resulted in lots of money saved along with anxiety because of others' perceptions of
beauty especially those closest if you ask me. Michele tackles this issue head on and gives women
permission to be free. A pleasant and deep book written by person who is equally beautiful, spiritual
and deep! Let your Hairlooms trip like the wind. Essential read and worthy of sharing with all. What
an incredible and insightful story of untangling the reality about loving . Five Stars Great read ...
Loved the book! black women) who have issues accepting and learning to love the hair they were
born with That is a timely read for women (especially black women) who've issues accepting and
understanding how to love the hair these were born with, naturally.!!
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